INTRODUCTION TO AFRICAN-AMERICAN LITERATURE
Fall 2015

Professor: Dr. Syd Thomas
Office: Jackson College, Main Campus
William Atkinson Hall, Rm. 226
Telephone: 796-8520
e-mail address: thomassydneyj@jccmi.edu

Syllabus

Required Text:
The Norton Anthology of African American Literature volumes 1 and 2; Henry L. Gates and Valerie Smith, eds. (ISBN: 978-0-393-92369-8 & 978-0-393-92370-4) and a variety of online sources.


Course Description
This course introduces students to African-American literature from its eighteenth century beginnings to some of the most recent writings by African-Americans. Primarily historical, social and political movements provide the basis for the ways in which we examine the genesis of this literature by people of African descent. Attention will also be paid to the accompanying oral folk tradition. We will examine a variety of literary genres: folktale, slave narrative, poetry, short-story, autobiography, drama, and the novel. 

Course Objectives
1.     To increase the student’s understanding of the ideological and philosophical basis of African-American literary thought.

2.     To develop the student’s ability to approach all literary works with greater critical understanding.

3.     To give the student a partial understanding of the nature of early, middle and late African-American literary periods. 

4.     To make students more familiar with some important figures in American literary history.     

Performance Objectives 
The course goal incorporates specific Associate Degree Outcomes (ADOs) established by the JCC Board of Trustees, administration, and faculty. These goals are in concert with four-year colleges and universities and reflect input from the professional communities serve. ADOs guarantee students achieve goals necessary for graduation credit, transferability, and professional skills needed in many certification programs. 

The ADOs addressed in this course are: ADO 6—Understanding and appreciating aesthetic experience and artistic creativity and ADO 10--Diversity.



Requirements
1.     Two exams on the reading material, “lecture” and discussion. Each exam is worth 30% of your final grade. (Total is 60% of Final Grade)

2. Journal/Reader’s Notebook. This “journal” or “notebook” is the collection of responses to the readings that you will be posting in each week’s Discussion Forums. You must respond/post to the reading(s) for each week of discussion. During the first half of the semester, I will be supplying a few general questions/prompts about the readings. Later in the semester I’ll supply fewer questions so that you will be able to develop your own questions about the readings. Knowing how to ask the ‘right’ questions is an extremely important skill in understanding any literature. You must post your response to the week’s reading(s) by Sunday before midnight. (Only half credit will be given for LATE postings). You will also be graded on your general participation in our online discussions--sharing insights, raising important questions, contributing arguments for particular positions, and especially responding to other students’ thoughts. (25% of Final Grade)

3. Final Project/Writing: For this project you will write an approximately 800-word essay that explores a contemporary issue that in some way derives from one or several of the course readings.  (I’ll provide more information about this after the second exam.) (15% of Final Grade)

A few words on the “business” of the class:

THIS IS A COLLABORATIVE LEARNING EXPERIENCE

--not an independent study--

This class requires individual reading and regular threaded course discussions. Plan to spend at least five (5) hours a week working with the materials and with me and other students in the class. Included in these five hours is an expectation that you will log onto the course at least two different times a week (not all on the same day) to work with the course assignments and group discussions as well as spending individual reading and writing time.

Preparation is critical to success in the class. By reading and offering thoughtful responses to posted questions/prompts and to other students' thoughts, you evidence your preparation and your learning. By stretching your perspective, opening about your thoughts and taking risks, you show yourself to be an active learner.


TOPICS

The course is organized by unit topics/readings that pretty much coincide with the weeks. I do not open all units at once because I want to encourage you to experience this course as a virtual classroom where all participants are focused on and discussing the same materials at the same time. Once opened, unit topic files will remain available to you throughout that sections testing period.

EXAMS
Both sections (approximately every 6 weeks) closes with a test. 

(Please note that the discussion forums are great preparation for the tests.)
There are three portions to the exam that will be given in sections:     

Part 1: matching/multiple choice questions -- approximately 25 questions. The Matching/Multiple Choice portion requires familiarity with the readings and the course “lectures”. I allow TWO attempts at each quiz, and will average the two grades. 

2) Short passage identification and significance section; 3-5 passages.

3) Essay question--I'll supply two essay prompts and you'll be able to choose one to write on.


DISCUSSION FORUMS

The discussion boards are the interactive portion of this course.

Discussions begin with prompts that are posted in the individual unit forums.

Check your unit assignment for minimum word count requirements—I do pay attention to this. Unless otherwise instructed, please plan to post ONE primary response of at least 250 words of your own writing (quotes from our text or an outside source are not included in this word count) to one of the discussion prompts. Also, plan to post at least one secondary response to another student’s post. These secondary responses are to be at least 100 words in length.

Credit accrues to those who engage the discussions with others thoughtfully and throughout the unit. Meeting minimum posting requirements will not automatically equate with a 4.0. The thought behind your postings and your engagement of others in discussion is what matters.

USE OF SOURCE MATERIALS FOR DISCUSSION AND EXAMS

I expect that you will not use “outside sources” for your response. They really are not necessary.  I am not expecting you to have ‘right’ answers, but to critically consider the readings/issues yourself. If however you do use an outside source you must cite that source. Failure to cite a source will result in a zero for the unit assignment, and a second time will cause dismissal from the class.

We have a lot to do, and I'm looking forward to a very productive semester. Let's begin.

Best to all, 
Dr. Thomas 


